
Grate Post in reflections about soul 

Every New Year, in which we was enter, we continuing to be in status of 

migrants. Also its status can not stuns new confirmation already old truth that "can be 

nothing more permanent - than urgent provision or status"! But it was be nothing, if it 

was not the yet greater worsening of the state, than it was to before. Our hopes to return 

on "ourselves circles" to Luhansk, to our "Аlma mater" - are disappeared by every New 

Year. And it will be all the time to decide the not simple questions about existence of 

magazine. When we have not outside for living and have not even wishes to prove 

something to someone from "Greats of this world", that we work, are not handing our 

positions. That our credo is quality of edition, professionalism, competence in opening 

of most questions which interest today readers in all outer economic space. Exactly it is 

enables to promote the indexes of our magazine in world scientifically-metrical bases.  

A Grate Post, which just is on this time, is compels to thoughtful about moving of 

life, spiritual and forever. Exactly about that Shakespearian: "To be or not to be". And 

when over and over our hands go down to do something after news about social and 

political confusions, negatives at socio-economic reforms in a country, alterations in 

Ministries and state structures of management and other, but permanent handling of our 

authors a request about publications, greeting from opponents about considerable 

achievements to compels  us to cast aside all negative and think of new revival, 

transformation on something more professionally deserving and scientifically 

meaningful.  

Exactly, the Great Post  is time, when is it possible to lay on scales all that which 

was already done, and that can yet do, that be to understand are it has reason or not?! 

And answer comes itself, when already in a 2017 New Year comes article from all 

international economic space. From this reason, ignoring the all, we are creating new 

strategies of development, initiate useful agreements about collaboration, search under 

backs for long-range researches, scientific opening, extend of communication spaces. 

And same possibility for us, all our authors, readers, opponents gives just the magazine 

"Time Description of Economic Reform". 

Therefore we wish to all supporters of magazine to have kind ideas, forces of 

mind, clarity of thought, healthy creative inspiration, realization of soul desires and 

thoughts. And also we wish unstop forward movement, that explains not only the 

personal revival but also the region and country on principle Hero’s of book A. 

Ekzuperi "Little prince": "Woke up, put in an clean yourself and your planet!!!" And 

this "planet" for us is our country, and that region, where we live, get spiritual energy 

for further transformations. 
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